Embrace
the Future
of Work
Technology Solutions
for the Hybrid Workforce

Today’s modern office spaces
are being redesigned to be more
fluid and flexible to meet the
needs of hybrid workforces. Many
employees are now connecting
and collaborating from multiple
locations in - some from their
homes, others from coworking
facilities or regional office “hubs.”
Furthermore, teams are now often
dispersed across various time zones
and even different countries.

Given this reality, many organizations are
looking to invest in the right combination of
software, hardware, furniture, and peripheral
equipment to ensure people are successful,
regardless of where and when they work.
Trox has been providing government entities
and businesses with technology solutions for
nearly 40 years. We have extensive experience
helping agencies design, procure, install, and
maintain ecosystems that help them meet
their missions.
Take a look at some of the technology solutions
we offer to spark ideas around how to outfit or
upgrade your office to better provide remote
access and cross-collaboration environments.
Do more and achieve more for the institutions,
businesses, people and communities you serve
with innovative technology solutions from Trox.
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AUDIO/VIDEO CONFERENCING
Audio and video (AV) conferencing technology is a must-have for most businesses and
governmental organizations. These solutions enable teams to connect in-person – regardless
of location - and ensure that every person has access to clear sound and good visuals.

When it comes to AV conferencing, Trox carries a broad range of
products including wireless phone systems, all-in-one soundbars
and tracking cameras. We also sell sound reinforcement and
acoustics solutions to boost in-office audio wherever needed.
Work with your Trox account executive to update your AV
capabilities for tomorrow’s meetings.

AVer Conference
Soundbar Camera
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Barco ClickShare

FEATU RED PA RTNERS

PLUS MANY OTHERS

Epson Pro Laser Projector

Shure Ceiling Microphone
Array and Axient Digital
Wireless System
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PRESENTATION SYSTEMS
Sophisticated presentation systems empower teams to share and engage with content in
new ways. Digital displays are interactive by design and can stream presentations directly
to remote attendees. In addition, many industry-leading brands are now selling mobile
presentation devices that feature crystal clear displays and crisp audio.
Consider monitors, interactive flat panels, projectors and mobile
displays to address any shortcomings across your presentation
suite. Whether you want to build new huddle rooms or outfit larger
spaces for high-stakes presentations, we can help you find the
perfect solution.

Crestron AirMedia
Presentation System

Newline X Series Unified
Collaboration System

FEATU RED PA RTNERS

ViewSonic Direct View
LED Display

PLUS MANY OTHERS
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COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS
Computers and peripheral equipment are foundational for the modern workplace.
However, there are so many solutions on the market, it can be hard to determine which
products or devices will suit your organization over the long term.
Trox technology experts understand the pros and cons of every
computing device on the market. We can guide you to the right
product choice – from leading brands including HP, Asus, Acer,
Dell and Lenovo. We can also provide Microsoft product suites to
help your employees work together, securely. Don’t let analysis
paralysis get in the way of securing the best technology and
software for your employees.

FEATU RED PA RTNERS

PLUS MANY OTHERS
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ASUS Chromebox

Microsoft Surface

HP ProDesk
400 G7 SFF

Acer Devices

Samsung FT45 Series
Desktop Monitor

C2G Cables
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SECURITY
Administrators and building managers often overlook the importance of having robust onsite security systems. It is vital to safeguard your assets with reliable security hardware and
software, to optimize and get the most value from your technology investments.

Your Trox account executive can point you in the right direction
when buying individual devices, like CCTV cameras, or setting up
end-to-end surveillance systems. Work with us to safeguard your
most valuable resources – people and assets.

FEATU RED PA RTNERS

PLUS MANY OTHERS

ScanSource Digital
Watchdog

Axis PTZ Camera

Samsung by
Hanwha PTZ camera

AtlasIED IP Enabled
Visual Display

Cisco Stackable
Managed Switch
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DIGITAL SIGNAGE
In the modern workplace, flexibility is key. Organizations need to be able to reconfigure
physical spaces quickly without overwhelming employees, customers, or external
stakeholders. Quality digital signage is now essential to this equation.

Trox can recommend multiple options for interactive digital signage
and wayfinding solutions that can be updated in real time as your
physical spaces evolve. Whether your goal is to appropriately social
distance, increase customer engagement, share information, or
simplify wayfinding at your location, we have a solution.

FEATU RED PA RTNERS

PLUS MANY OTHERS
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BrightSign Carousel
Digital Tightrope

LG 24/7 Signage

Newline IP Display

Sony 24/7 Display

ViewSonic 24/7
Wayfinding
Interactive Display
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REMOTE WORK
More and more, the government sector is embracing remote work. As a result, agencies
must be able to support and empower their employees to be productive in any setting.

Trox offers a myriad of software and hardware providers to ensure
your home-based workforce is as effective as those in the office.
Our account executives can introduce you to best-in-class web
cameras, business management consoles and other platforms that
enable remote workers and customers to work seamlessly connect
and collaborate within the network while protecting critical
infrastructure and ensuring privacy and with their peers.

FEATU RED PA RTNERS

PLUS MANY OTHERS

AVerMedia Live
Streamer Cam

Newline FLEX
Collaboration System

HP LaserJet Pro
M404dn

Jabra PanaCast

Sennheiser TeamConnect Ceiling 2
Microphone
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FURNITURE
In the age of open office spaces, it is important to have mobile, yet durable furniture
that facilitates collaboration and ever-changing workforce needs. You should be able to
transform rooms and floor plans quickly, depending on the day’s activities.

Trox partners with leading manufacturers that produce highquality furniture designed for the professional workplace. Whether
you are looking for new lecterns, conference tables, podiums,
or modular furniture to improve traffic flow or enforce social
distancing, we can assist.

FEATU RED PA RTNERS

PLUS MANY OTHERS
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Middle Atlantic
L5 Series Lectern

MiEN ADL Task Chair

Luxor Electric
Standing Desk
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INTEGRATION AND INSTALLATION
Whether you need to install a single piece of equipment or need to design a large-scale,
complex integration, we can help.

Years of experience in integrating and installing technology
ranging from custom-built command and control centers to
amplification systems, fully integrated video walls and relocation
of existing AV systems, have helped us build a trusted reputation
with our government customers.
Our national network of experienced integrators and installers
can provide the expertise needed to assemble and integrate
technology into any size area. All services include complimentary
site visits and system evaluations.

Biamp Tesira Amplifier

QSC 2-Way
Powered Speaker

Vaddio RoboFLIP
30 HDBT Camera

FEATU RED PA RTNERS

PLUS MANY OTHERS

Yamaha UC Adecia
Enterprise Audio System
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END-TO-END SUPPORT
There is no one-size-fits-all solution for changes to the professional workplace, which
is why having end-to-end service and support is crucial.

That’s why Trox provides design,
procurement, installation, and
ongoing maintenance services to
support your day-to-day needs. We
also have numerous contracting
vehicles available to help you secure
access to the best pricing available.
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Our goal is to ensure you
can confidently manage the
purchase, implementation, use,
and sustainment of technology
resources to achieve your mission.
We support the introduction
and expansion of technology
with single source simplicity.
This means from technology and
training to support and services,
we have everything to meet your
technology needs.
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Trox is here to help you create the
ideal ecosystem in which your
workforce can thrive. We can help
you make the best possible decision
about your technology investments to
support long-standing sustainment of
your organization.
Contact your Trox account executive
today to get started.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:

1.855.TROX355

trox.com
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